It has been shown that the appropriate setting of data windows is crucial to a successful estimation of a time-series correlation dimension using the Grassberger-Procaccia algorithm [Physics 9D, 189 (1983); Phys. Rev. Lett. 50, 346 (1983)], and it has been proposed that the first minimum of the corresponding mutual-information function may be an appropriate window value. We have tested this hypothesis against data generated by the Rossler equations, the Lorenz equations, and a three-dimensional irrational torus. We conclude that mutual information is not consistently successful in identifying the optimal window.
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It is necessary to estimate the joint-probability density P,~o n the S-Q plane. The S-Q plane is partitioned into elements, and P, on any given element is estimated by dividing the number of points in that element by the total number of points. We have implemented the FraserSwinney algorithm [16(a) Fig. 4(b Given the results of Fig. 4(b) , it was speculated that mutual-information calculations might be helpful in assessing the quality of random-number generators. This, evidently, is not the case. Five programs from Press et al. [18] for generating uniform deviates were tested.
The pseudorandom numbers used in the calculation shown in Fig. 5 (a) were produced by an intentionally bad linear congruential generator. The data set of Fig. 5(b) was generated by combining the generator of Fig. 5 (a) with a randomizing shufHe described in Knuth [19] , to give output that if effectively free of sequential correla- 
